
Decision

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Order Instituting Rulemaking to Integrate and Refine 
Procurement Policies and Consider Long-Term 
Procurement Plans.

Rulemaking 1 0-05-006 
(Piled Ma\ 6. 2010)

1

INTERVENOR COMPENSATION CLAIM OF L. JAN REID 
AND DECISION ON INTERVENOR COMPENSATION CLAIM OF L. JAN REID

Claimant: I.. Jail Reid For contribution to I).12-01-033

Claimed (S): 34.982.25 Awarded (S):

Assigned Commissioner: Peeves Assigned AI.J: AllenJ
Jm

I hereby certify that the information I have set forth in Parts I, II, and III of this Claim is true to my best 
knowledge, information and belief. I further certify that, in conformance with the Rules of Practice and 
Procedure, this Claim has been served this day upon all required persons (as set forth in the Certificate of 
Service attached as Attachment 1).________________________________________________________

Signature: /s/ I.. Jail Reid

Date: 08/29/12 Printed Name: L. Jan Reid

PART I: PROCEDURAL ISSUES (to be completed by Claimant except where 
indicated)

A. Brief Description of Decision: The decision approves with modifications the plans ol’the 
three major California electric utilities to procure 
electricity for their bundled customers, consistent w ith 
Pub, l Tif, Code § 454.5._____________________________

3
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B. Claimant must satisfy intervenor compensation requirements set forth in Public 
Utilities Code §§ 1801-1812:

Claimant CPUC Verified
Timely filing of notice of intent to claim compensation (NOI) (j$ 1804(a)):

1. Date of Prehearing Conference: June 14. 20104
2. Other Specified Date for NOI: August 14. 2010

3. Date NOI Filed: August 0. 2010 
Amended NOI was 
filed on January 4. 

201 1 (See 1)4 1-(13- 
010. slip op. at 0)

4. Was the NOI timely filed? Yes.
Showing of customer or customcr-rclnlecl slalns (§ IS02 b)):

5. Based on ALJ ruling issued in proceeding number:
mms

%,J 6. Date of ALJ ruling:

7. Based on another CPUC determination (specify): 1)4 1-03-010.
Conclusion of 

Law I. slip op. at
16

8. Has the Claimant demonstrated customer or customer-related status?
Showing of “significant financial hardship** ({$ 1802(g)):

9. Based on ALJ ruling issued in proceeding number:6
10. Date of ALJ ruling:

11. Based on another CPUC determination (specify): I). I 1-0.3-010. .slip op. 
at 6

12. Has the Claimant demonstrated significant financial hardship?
Timely request for compensation ($ 1804(c)):

13. Identify Final Decision: N A. Sec comment 
below.

fmj

14. Date of Issuance of Final Order or Decision: N A

15. File date of compensation request: August 20. 2012

16. Was the request for compensation timely? Yes.
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C. Additional Comments on Part I (use line reference # as appropriate):

# Claimant CPUC Comment
8 A linal decision closing proceeding R. I 0-05-006 lias not been issued. 

Therefore, the request is limelx pursuant to Public Utilities Code ^ 1804(c).
13 I.. .Ian 

Reid

PART II: SUBSTANTIAL CONTRIBUTION (to be completed by Claimant except 
where indicated)

A. In the fields below, describe in a concise manner Claimant’s contribution to the 
final decision (see § 1802(i), § 1803(a) & D.98-04-059). (For each contribution, 
support with specific reference to the record.)

Showing 
Accepted 
by CPUC

Contribution Specific References to Claimant’s 
Presentations and to Decision9

I. Consumer Risk Tolerance The Dixision of Ratepaxcr Adxocates 
(l)RA) recommended that the Commission 
change the Consumer Risk Tolerance 
(CRT) from 1 cent kWh to 1.5 cents kWh.

Reid argued that: (Track II Rcplx Uriel'of 
I.. Jan Reid. pp. 6-7)

"Thus, the primarx purpose of the CRT is to 
trigger a planning meeting between the 
utililx and its Procurement Rcxiew (iroup 
(PRC) when eleetrieitx and natural gas 
prices increase significant!). flic PRC 
meeting max result in the filing of plan 
modifications bx the utilitx."

" file Commission should not adopt I)R.Vs 
recommendation to increase the CRT 
because such action will decrease the 
number of planning meetings and reduce the 
effeelix encss of the PRC."

flic Commission did not adopt the DR.Vs 
recommendation concerning the CRT. 
Thus. Reid made a substantial contribution 
to the Commission's resolution of the CRT 
issue.
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2. Third Parlv Review of I lodging 
Aetiv ilies

The DR A recommended that the 
Commission should order an independent 
third parlv review of Time to l-Apiration 
Value at Risk (TcVaR) models and 
practices. (DRA Track II Opening Uriel', 
p. 14) "

Reid argued that: (Reid Track II Replv 
Uriel', p. 7)

"In the past. I have reviewed the TcVaR 
models of PC&li and SCP. I found the 
application of these models to he consistent 
with general!) accepted practice and 
( ommission direction."

flic DRA (or anv other PRC memher) is 
capable of providing the oversight that it 
seeks within the PRC process. The DRA 
can simplv request the in formation from the 
lOl’s as part of the PRC process. 1 f the 
DRA wishes to evaluate the TcVaR models 
in PCtClTs PRC. I will he willing to assist 
them in this process. I low ever, bundled 
ralepavers should not he burdened with the 
additional costs associated with the hiring of 
outside consultants."

The Commission elTeclivelv agreed with 
Reid when it stated that "While these mav 
he reasonable aetiv ities for the Commission 
to undertake, it is not clear that there is a 
need for them now. particular!) with the 
changes we are making in the use of the 
CRT/' (D. 12-01-033. slip op. at 27)

Thus. Reid made a substantial contribution 
to the Commission's resolution of the Third 
Partv Rev ievv issue.
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3. I lodging Plans DRA proposal "llint the Commission, under 
the guidance of lmergy Division, conduct ;i 
stakeholder process to do line the circum
stances under w liicli exceptions to limits 
outside of the approved l()l.: hedging plans 
will he authorized, and how these requests 
will he reviewed." (DRA Track II Opening 
Uriel', p. 14)

Reid argued that: (Track II Replv Uriel'of 
I.. Jan Reid. pp. K-9)

"DRA has it backwards. It is the 
Commission which guides the Imergv 
Division, not the reverse. The Commission 
should not cede regulator^ authorilv to 
either the Imergv Div ision or to stake
holders in this matter. It is the Commission 
which has the slatutorv obligation under 
I’ublie Ctilities Code £451 to ensure that 
rates are just and reasonable."

The Commission has a vvell-dellned 
process lor the litigation of changes to 
hedging plans. When an l( )l: seeks to 
modilv its hedging plan, it must file an 
adv ice letter and seek Commission approval 
for its proposed modillcalions. The DR A 
and other parties then have the right to 
protest anv advice letter filed bv the lOl’s 
or other parties."

4 6-

“Therefore. it is both unnecessarv and poor 
public poliev for the Commission, under the 
guidance oflhe Cnergv Division, to 
establish a new stakeholder process."

The Commission effectivelv agreed with 
Reid when it staled that "While these mav 
be reasonable aeliv ilies for the ( ommission 
to undertake, it is not clear that there is a 
need for them now. particularly with the 
changes we are making in the use of the 
CRT/' (I).12-01-03.1. slip op. at 27)
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4. The Kale Cap The IM) staled lhai: (Track II PI), pp. 13-
Id)

"Based on our analysis and conclusions in 
the hedging section below, we I'nul that 
procurement acli\ilies (consistent with this 
and other Commission decisions) that result 
in no more than a I()'’.> system average rale 
increase o\cr a rolling 18-month period are 
reasonable. We modify the procurement 
plans of P(i<.CP. and SI)(i<tf to include this 
10" ..cap"

Reid opposed the rate cap and argued that: 
(Reid Track II PI) Comments, p.0)

“It is the Commission, not the utilities, that 
controls rales. The Commission determines 
a revenue requirement lor each IOC in the 
l( )l ;'s general rate case. The Commission 
determines the cost of capital lor the l()l.:s 
in cost-ol'-capital proceedings. The Com
mission also increases rales to accomplish 
policy goals such as in the case oilman 
meters, greenhouse gas reduction, resource 
adequacy. and main other policy goals."

“The lOl's should only be responsible for 
costs which they have the ability to control. 
Much of their procurement costs are beyond 
their control. The l()l !s do not control the 
market price of electricity or the market 
price of natural gas."

The Commission effectively agreed with 
Reid and removed the 10"rale cap from 
the final decision (I). 12-01-033). There
fore. Reid made a substantial contribution to 
the resolution ol'tlie Rale Cap issue.
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5. Risk Management Willi some moililieations. the Commission 
approved the bundled procurement plans 
(including the hedging proposals) of the 
three lOl's. (See 1). 12-01-033. Ordering 
Paragraphs 1-12. slip op. at 50-51)

Reid included live proposed modifications 
to PCiiCL’s hedging proposal in Reid's 
confidential testimony. (Track II Corrected 
Confidential Testimony oi l.. .Ian Reid, 
pp. 2-7). Although the Commission did not 
adopt Reid's moililieations. Reid made a 
substantial contribution to the Commis
sion's resolution of the Risk Management 
issue.

6. Legal Requirements The Proposed Decision (Track II PD) staled 
that "To the extent that the cost of procure
ment is higher than forecast, however, there 
is a potentially significant problem, as the 
Commission cannot be said to have found 
the correspondingly higher rates to be just 
and reasonable, as required under section 
454.5(d).'' (Track II PI), p. 7)

Reid argued that: (Comments off. Jan 
Reid on Proposed Decision of AI..I Allen. 
Nov ember 30. 201 I. (Reid Track II PD 
Comments) p. 4)

"Procurement costs may be higher than 
forecasts due to an increase in natural gas 
prices, an increase in electricity prices, new 
regulatory requirements (e.g.. carbon reduc
tion). an increase in the lOCs" authorized 
rale of return, an increase in interest rales, 
and other factors. I note that all of these 
factors are beyond the control oflhe 
utilities."
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"liven il' rates increase due to the factors 
listed uho\e. the Commission will still he in 
compliance with the ''just ;uul reasonable" 
requirements ol'Pl'C 454(d). as long as 
the Commission ensures that the approved 
proeurement plans aeeomplish the object
ives (see above) ol'Pl'C $ 454(d)."

Although the Commission did not agree 
with Reid. Reid made a substantial 
eontrihution to the Commission's resolution 
ol’the Legal Requirements issue.

7. Planning Assumptions Reid argued that: (Reid Traek II PI)
( omments. p. 6

"The PI) ineorreetlv slates that 'In essenee. 
SIXicVili and PGcCli are saying that il ikies 
not matter vv hat comes out ol'this proceed
ing thev will procure whatever thev want, 
in whatever quantitv thev think best.'
(Track II PI), p. I())“

"SIXi&li and PGcCIi are saying that they 
will procure based on the latest available 
information, and not on planning assump
tions that mav be up to two vears old. 
SIXitCL witness Anderson has explained 
that ’|ajeluaI proeurement will varv over 
lime, based on the best available data at that 
lime." (Track II PI), p.l)) Anderson's state
ment is consistent with the prudent manager 
standard that has guided Commission 
decision-making lor decades."

Although the Commission did not agree 
with Reid on this issue. Reid made a sub
stantial contribution to the Commission's 
resolution ol’the Planning Assumptions 
issue.
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8. (ireenliouse (ins Costs Rciil criticized PCuCL's forecast of the 
(ireenliouse (ins ((il I( i) costs lor 2012 and 
2013 and presented an alternate forecast for 
the years 201 1-2045. (Testimony of 1.. Jan 
Reid on Bundled Procurement Plans. May 
4. 201 I (Reid Track II Teslimoin ). pp. 3-S)

Reid argued that: (Reid Track II 
Testimony, p. S)

"An unreasonably low estimate of carbon 
costs means that P( icSe 1! coidd select 
inefficient fossil fuel projects with high heat 
rates in their near-term procurement. The 
use of high carbon cost estimates simply 
means that P(it's: 1^ will be more likely to 
select relatively clean fossil fuel projects 
w ith low heat rales.”

Thus. Reid made a substantial contribution 
to the Commission's resolution of the 
(ireenliouse (ias ( osls issue.

0. Liquidity Reid raised a number of questions concern
ing PGiCL's proposal to mitigate liquidity 
risk. (Reid I rack II Testimony, pp. 0-10)

Reid argued that "Il would ha\c been useful 
if PCicCL had conducted backtesting to 
determine if their plan for accounting for 
liquidity risk is cosi-eflccti\e. Backtesting 
(or back-testing) is the process of evaluating 
a strategy. theory, or model by applying it to 
historical data. A key element of backtest
ing that differentiates it from other forms of 
historical testing is that backtesting calcu
lates how a strategy would have performed 
if it had actually been applied in the past, 
for example, backtesting can be used in 
studying how a trading method would have 
performed in past markets."

Thus. Reid made a substantial contribution 
to the Commission's resolution of the 
Liquidity issue.
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10. Duration of Transactions PCi&P. discussal sliorl-lcrm. nicdiiini-lcrm. 
and long-term transactions on pages 54-42 
of PCi&P I"xhihil 2. PCicCP ilocs not 
provide the percentage of energy that it 
intends to purchase \ ia these three types of 
transactions.

Reid argued that: (Reid Tracis II 
Testimony. pp. 10-1 I)

"All of the limiting factors mentioned by 
P(i<SLP are known. P(i&l\ knows what their 
RPS targets are. They are aware oflhe 
requirements of the Imergy Action Plan 
(PAP), planning reserve requirements, and 
portfolio hedging requirements."

"Short-term, medium-term, and long-term 
transactions have different volatilities and 
correlations: different costs: anil can impact 
rates in different ways. The C ommission 
must determine whether or not PCi&P's 
UPP is optimal and will result in the lowest 
risk-adjusted cost for PCi&P's ratepayers."

Thus. Reid made a substantial contribution 
to the Commission's resolution oflhe 
Transaction Duration issue.
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I I. Congestion Revenue Rights PC i&l'. argued lhat "Due lo the very tight 
schedule and short lead time w ith the 
associated with the C'AISO monthlv C'RR 
process. PCi&I. cannot provide the PRCi 
with its nominations prior lo submission or 
hold PRCi consultations." (PCi&k lAhibil 
2. p. 14S)

Reid argued that: (Reid Track II Testi
mony, pp. lb-17, footnote omitted)

"It is true that the C AIS( )‘s monthly ( RR 
process has extremely light deadlines. In 
201 1. the ('AISO will post its C'RR l ull 
Net-work Model less than one day before 
the monthly C'RR nomination process 
begins."

"However, the tight schedule does not pre
vent PCitNI- from discussing its nomination 
process with the PR(i. The C ommission 
should require PCicNk to discuss its planned 
nominations and its modeling process with 
the PRC i prior lo the start of the C'AISO 
monthly nomination process. The PRCi 
should be aware that the planned nomina
tions may be different from PC uN P.'s actual 
nominations."

Thus. Reid made a substantial contribution 
to the Commission's resolution oflhe C'RR 
issue.
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B. Duplication of Effort (§§ 1801.3(f) & 1802.5):

Claimant CPUC Verified

10 a. Was the l)i\ision of katepaser Arisucatcs (DBA) a parts to the 
proceeding?

Yes.

I). W ere there other parties to the proceeding ssith posit ions similar to
\ ((Ill’S?

No.

e. If so. provide name of other parties:

d. Describe how son coordinated ssitli DBA and other parties to avoid duplication or 
lioss sour participation supplemented, complemented, or contributed to that of 
another party:

I mcl with llie DBA on scscral occasions throuahoul the course of the proceeding in 
order lo as oid duplication. I do nol seek compcnsalion for all of these mcclintis. As a 
mailer of personal polies. 1 do nol pariieipale in ( ommission proceedings where ms 
show inti is likely lo duplicate lhe show inns of oilier consumer rcprcscniulis cs such as 
llie Dis ision of Ratepayer Ads oeales (1 )R.\) and The l lilils Reform Nelssork (Tl RN). 
for example. I slid nol sets e leslimonv in Phase 2 of A.00-12-020 because ms slioss ina 
ssould likely lias e ilupliealesl die slioss inns oflhe l)R.\ and 'IT RN.

fliere ssas sets linle aureemenl on kes issues helsseen Reid aiul die l)R.\ in lhe instant 
decision. Of the 1 1 issues listed in Section II.A. Reid and die DBA has! similar 
positions on /cm issues. There sscrc issues (such as die slronn slioss inti standard) raised 
bs die DB A ssilh ssliich Reid atirccd. I losses er. Reid did nol spend lime nor address 
ans oflhose issues in his leslimons or briefs.

C. Additional Comments on Part II (use line reference # or letter as appropriate):

# Claimant CPUC Comment
it
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PART III: REASONABLENESS OF REQUESTED COMPENSATION (to be
completed by Claimant except where indicated)

A. General Claim of Reasonableness (§§ 1801 & 1806):
a. Concise explanation as to how the cost of Claimant’s participation 
bears a reasonable relationship with benefits realized through 
participation (include references to record, where appropriate)

CPUC Verified
12

In consolidated Rulemaking 97-01-009 and Investigation 97-01-010. the 
Commission required intervenors seeking compensation to show that they 
represent interests that would otherwise be underrepresented and to present 
information sufficient to justify a finding that the overall benefits of a customer's 
participation will exceed the customer's costs. (D.98-04-059. 79 CPUC2d 628. 
Finding of Fact 13 at 674. Finding of Fact 42 at 676) The Commission noted that 
assigning a dollar value to intangible benefits may be difficult.

As mentioned previously. Reid made a substantial contribution to the proceeding. 
It is reasonable to assume that the resolution of the issues raised in this proceed
ing will benefit ratepayers in the future.

The PD had recommended that the Commission establish a 10% rate cap. Reid 
opposed the rate cap. If the Commission had approved a 10% rate cap. and this 
had resulted in an increase of just S2/megawatt hour (MWh) for an electricity plant 
that produced 100.000 MWh of electricity annually, ratepayers would have paid an 
additional S200.000 annually — over five times the compensation that Reid has 
requested in this proceeding.

The Commission can safely find that the participation of Reid in this 
Proceeding was productive. Overall, the benefits of Reid's contributions to 
D.12-01-033 justify compensation in the amount requested.

b. Reasonableness of Hours Claimed.

All of Reid's work in this proceeding was performed by L. Jan Reid and 
James Weil. All of Mr. Weil s work occurred when Mr. Reid was on 
vacation. Thus, no unnecessary internal duplication took place.

c. Allocation of Hours by Issue

General
Congestion Revenue Rights 
Consumer Risk Tolerance 
GHG Costs 
Fledging Plans 
Legal Requirements 
Liquidity
Planning Assumptions 
Rate Cap 
Risk Management 
Third Party Review 
Transaction Duration

39%
3%
5%
10%
19%
3%
6%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
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B. Specific Claim:

13 IClaimed CPUC Award

ATTORNEY, EXPERT, AND ADVOCATE FEES
Hours Total $Total $Basis for Rate* RateItem Year Hours Rate

S[Attorney 1]
14 [Attorney 2]

2010 9.1 185 D.12-06-011. 
Appendix

1.683.50I.. .Inn Reid. 
I \perl

2011 164.2 185 D. 12-06-011, 
Appendix

30.377.00L. Jan Reid, 
l \peri

2011 7.6 300 D. 12-01-029. 
Appendix

2.280.00Janie', Weil. 
Expert

[Advocate 2]

Subtotal: 34.340.50 Subtotal:

OTHER FEES
Describe here what OTHER HOURLY FEES you are Claiming (paralegal, travel **, etc.):

Total $Item Year Hours Rate Basis for Rate* Hours Rate Total $
-f EF

Subtotal: Subtotal:

INTERVENOR COMPENSATION CLAIM PREPARATION **

Hours Total $Total $Item Year Hours Rate Basis for Rate* Rate

16 S97.50 See Comments 
of L. Jan Reid on 
Proposed 
Decision of ALJ 
Simon. August 
9. 2012. Section 
V. Hourly Rates, 
pp. 5-6.

L. Jan Reid 2012 4.9 477.75

James Weil S1502012 0.5 D.12-01-029. 
Appendix

75.00

Subtotal: 552.75 Subtotal:
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COSTS
Detail Amount# Item Amount17
Postage for 2010-2011 (See 
Attachment A)

17.66Reid. I’ustagc

Postage and Fax charges for 2011 
(See Attachment B)

21.95Weil. I’oslaac 
and Fax

Copies for the period 2010-2011 
(See Attachment A)

35.20Reid. ( opies.1

2011 Copying charges (See 
Attachment B)

14.19Weil. (npics4

Subtotal: Subtotal:89.00

TOTAL REQUEST $: 34,982.25 TOTAL AWARD
$:

When entering items, type over bracketed text; add additional rows as necessary.
*lf hourly rate based on CPUC decision, provide decision number; otherwise, attach rationale.
**Travel and Reasonable Claim preparation time typically compensated at V2 of preparer’s normal hourly rate.

C. Attachments Documenting Specific Claim and Comments on Part III (Claimant 
completes; attachments not attached to final Decision):

Attachment or 
Comment #

Description/Comment18
Ccrlificalc of Service

Service l.isl

Attachment A. l ime Records oil.. Jail Reid

4 Attachment I). linn- Records of James Weil

D. CPUC Disallowances, Adjustments, and Comments (CPUC completes):

# Reason

19
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PART IV: OPPOSITIONS AND COMMENTS
Within 30 days after service of this Claim, Commission Staff 

or any other party may file a response to the Claim (see § 1804(c))

(CPUC completes the remainder of this form)

A. Opposition: Did any party oppose the Claim?

If so:

Party Reason for Opposition CPUC Disposition

B. Comment Period: Was the 30-day comment period waived (see 
Rule 14.6(2)(6»?

If not:

Party Comment CPUC Disposition

FINDINGS OF FACT

Claimant [has/has not] made a substantial contribution to Decision (D.)1.

The requested hourly rates for Claimant’s representatives [,as adjusted herein,] are 
comparable to market rates paid to experts and advocates having comparable 
training and experience and offering similar services.

2.

The claimed costs and expenses [,as adjusted herein,] are reasonable and 
commensurate with the work performed.

3.

The total of reasonable contribution is $4.

CONCLUSION OF LAW

1. The Claim, with any adjustment set forth above, [satisfies/fails to satisfy] all 
requirements of Public Utilities Code §§ 1801-1812.

ORDER

Claimant is awarded $1.
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Within 30 days of the effective date of this decision, 
total award, [for multiple utilities: “Within 30 days of the effective date of this 
decision, A, A, and A shall pay Claimant their respective shares of the award, based 
on their California-jurisdictional [industry type, for example, electric] revenues for 
the A calendar year, to reflect the year in which the proceeding was primarily 
litigated.”] Payment of the award shall include interest at the rate earned on prime, 
three-month commercial paper as reported in Federal Reserve Statistical Release 
FI. 15, beginning
and continuing until full payment is made.

shall pay Claimant the2.

, the 75th day after the fding of Claimant’s request,, 200

The comment period for today’s decision [is/is not] waived.3.

This decision is effective today.4.

Dated , at San Francisco, California.
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